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Charkoudian N. Mechanisms and modifiers of reflex induced cutaneous vasodilation and vasoconstriction in humans. J Appl Physiol 109: 1221–1228, 2010. First published May 6, 2010; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00298.2010.—Human skin blood flow responses to body heating and cooling are essential to the normal processes of physiological thermoregulation. Large increases in skin blood flow provide the necessary augmentation of convective heat loss during environmental heat exposure and/or exercise, just as reflex cutaneous vasoconstriction is key to preventing excessive heat dissipation during cold exposure. In humans, reflex sympathetic innervation of the cutaneous circulation has two branches: a sympathetic noradrenergic vasoconstrictor system, and a non-noradrenergic active vasodilator system. Noradrenergic vasoconstrictor nerves are tonically active in normothermic environments and increase their activity during cold exposure, releasing both norepinephrine and cotransmitters (including neuropeptide Y) to decrease skin blood flow. The active vasodilator system in human skin does not exhibit resting tone and is only activated during increases in body temperature, such as those brought about by heat exposure or exercise. Active cutaneous vasodilation occurs via cholinergic nerve cotransmission and has been shown to include potential roles for nitric oxide, vasoactive intestinal peptide, prostaglandins, and substance P (and/or neurokinin-1 receptors). It has proven both interesting and challenging that no one substance has been identified as the sole mediator of active cutaneous vasodilation. The processes of reflex cutaneous vasodilation and vasoconstriction are both modified by acute factors, such as exercise and hydration, and more long-term factors, such as aging, reproductive hormones, and disease. This review will highlight some of the recent findings in these areas, as well as interesting areas of ongoing and future work.
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ONE OF THE MOST STRIKING FEATURES of the human cutaneous circulation is the wide range of blood flow this circulation is capable of attaining. Human skin blood flow can range from almost zero (in conditions of whole body and/or local cooling) to up to 8 l/min (or ~60% of cardiac output) in conditions of severe heat stress (38, 62). The skin circulation, therefore, has the complex capability of moving from very high to very low blood flows and controlling all levels in between to match the integrative requirements of human physiology. The level of blood flow in a given environmental or exercise condition is controlled by a complex interplay of reflex (whole body) and local control mechanisms, which influence both skin blood flow and each other. The focus of this review is on reflex control of skin blood flow in humans, with brief discussions of some short- and long-term modifiers of this control. The mechanisms involved specifically in local control of skin blood flow are the focus of another review in this Highlighted Topics series (35a). This mini-review series is designed to provide a brief, nonexhaustive overview of each topic area. For further information on topics related to reflex control of skin blood flow, the interested reader is referred to several excellent reviews (10, 21, 27, 33, 38, 83).

The human skin circulation is best known for its role in thermoregulation. The ability of skin blood flow to reach such high levels during body heating is necessary to increase convective heat transfer from the body core to the surface of the skin, and the resultant heat dissipation (in conjunction with sweating) is essential to the maintenance of normal body temperatures. Increased skin blood flow leads to increased skin blood volume, due to the arrangement of venous plexuses close to the skin surface (38, 62). Thus, with reflex cutaneous vasodilation, more blood is transferred from the core to the surface of the skin, where heat transfer can occur. Under optimal conditions, the skin is cooled by evaporation of sweat, and the thermal gradient at the skin allows heat to dissipate from the blood to the skin and to the environment. The cooler blood is then transferred back to the body core, where it
minimizes increases in core temperature that occur during exercise and/or environmental heat exposure.

MECHANISMS OF REFLEX CUTANEOUS VASOCONSTRICTION AND VASODILATION

Reflex Cutaneous Vasoconstriction

The reflex innervation of the human skin circulation occurs via two branches of the sympathetic nervous system (Fig. 1). Sympathetic noradrenergic vasoconstrictor nerves provide tonic innervation, contributing to a relatively low skin blood flow at rest in normothermic environments (~250 ml/min) (3). Thus, in resting subjects in normothermic environments, interruption of sympathetic noradrenergic innervation of the skin (by various methods, including proximal nerve block and/or presynaptic inhibition with bretylium (described below)) usually causes a small, passive vasodilation, due to withdrawal of the tonic activity of vasoconstrictor nerves. The extent of the passive vasodilation due to vasoconstrictor withdrawal depends on the thermal environment of the “baseline” condition (which leads to the extent of vasoconstrictor tone). Thus, in warmer environments, there may be little to no passive vasodilation with interruption of vasoconstrictor innervation, whereas, in cooler environments, this vasodilation would be more pronounced. Even in cool environments, however, this passive vasodilation is severalfold smaller than the reflex vasodilation that occurs during whole body heating or exercise.

Sympathetically mediated cutaneous vasoconstriction represents the “first line of defense” during exposure to cold environmental temperatures. Decreases in mean skin and/or internal temperatures cause reflex activation of sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves, resulting in cutaneous vasoconstriction and decreases in skin blood flow (9, 75). Mechanisms involved in reflex cutaneous vasoconstriction are now recognized to be more complex than previously thought. Several studies have used prolonged ramp cooling protocols (15–45 min) in conjunction with pharmacological blockade to identify specific contributors and their roles in the vasoconstrictor response over a range of skin temperatures. In addition to norepinephrine-mediated vasoconstriction, Stephens et al. identified a role for noradrenergic cotransmitters in young men (75) by using combinations of local presynaptic and postsynaptic (combined $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ inhibition) pharmacological blockade. Presynaptic inhibition of noradrenergic nerves was accomplished by local iontophoresis of bretylium tosylate, which is taken up specifically into presynaptic noradrenergic nerve terminals, where it blocks all neurotransmission from those nerves (26, 43). Using these approaches, Stephens et al. (75) showed that complete postsynaptic blockade of norepinephrine-mediated vasoconstriction did not completely inhibit the reflex vasoconstrictor response to 15 min of progressive decreases in skin temperature, although presynaptic inhibition with bretylium abolished the response. This suggested the existence of cotransmitter-mediated vasoconstriction, which was later shown by the same group to be most likely mediated by neuropeptide Y, since antagonism of this peptide with BIBP-3226, along with double blockade of adrenergic receptors, abolished the reflex vasoconstrictor response (77). The authors also noted that the involvement of other vasoconstrictor cotransmitters, including ATP, should not be ruled out (77). Intracellular signaling for reflex cutaneous vasoconstriction includes activation of the Rho kinase pathway, the role of which becomes more prominent in older individuals (53).

Reflex Cutaneous Vasodilation

The question of what mediates the enormous increases in skin blood flow during heat stress has been an area of intense study (and some debate) over many decades. Dual sympathetic innervation of the skin (vasoconstrictor as well as vasodilator nerves) was first demonstrated in the 1930s (23, 56). Sympathetic active vasodilator nerves do not exhibit tonic activity in normothermia, but, once activated during hyperthermia, are responsible for most (up to ~90%) of the substantial vasodilation that can occur (38, 62). The exact mechanisms for active vasodilation in human skin have proved elusive; however,
several component mechanisms have been identified over the past ~20 yr.

Because active vasodilation and sweating are both important mechanisms of heat dissipation during whole body hyperthermia, investigators have proposed mechanistic links between the two neural mechanisms (19, 20, 23). Earlier ideas were that cholinergic sudomotor nerves either caused active vasodilation themselves, or that they activated another substance (notably bradykinin), which then caused active vasodilation (19, 23). Several investigators subsequently demonstrated that, while postsynaptic muscarinic receptor blockade with atropine completely abolishes sweating, it causes only minor delays or decreases in cutaneous active vasodilation (46, 51, 61). Furthermore, direct intradermal blockade of bradykinin receptors does not alter skin blood flow responses during core hyperthermia, providing further evidence that bradykinin itself does not have a role (44).

A link to cholinergic innervation was demonstrated by Kellogg et al. (46), who used local administration of botulinum toxin to presynaptically block neurotransmission from cholinergic nerves. Botulinum toxin abolished active cutaneous vasodilation during body heating, whereas an attenuated vasodilator response occurred at sites pretreated with atropine (postsynaptic muscarinic receptor blockade), as in previous work (46). Taking together the evidence that presynaptic inhibition of cholinergic neurotransmission, but not postsynaptic muscarinic receptor blockade, blocked cutaneous active vasodilation, the authors concluded that an unidentified cholinergic cotransmitter was responsible for the vasodilator mechanism (46).

Whether the cholinergic nerves in question are the same as the sudomotor nerves causing sweating in a given area is unclear, but appears unlikely based on existing evidence. Although the two responses occur generally in the same time frame (i.e., humans begin to dissipate heat when core temperature has increased by a few tenths of a degree Celsius), the temporal relationship between the onset (threshold) for sweating and the threshold for active vasodilation is not constant: one may occur before, after, or concurrently with the other in a given subject. Evidence against a single neural source for sweating and active vasodilation also comes from studies in which thresholds for sweating and thresholds for active vasodilation can shift independently of each other due to acute perturbations. For example, acute exercise shifts the core temperature threshold for active cutaneous vasodilation to higher internal temperatures, but does not affect the threshold for sweating (42).

More recent attempts to elucidate specific substance(s) responsible for cutaneous active vasodilation point to multiple possible contributors, reminiscent of multiple redundant mechanisms of vasodilation in exercising skeletal muscle (39). There is a significant contribution of nitric oxide (NO) to active cutaneous vasodilation, which is variable among individuals and averages ~30% in young healthy people (40, 69, 70). Recent data from Kellogg et al. (47) suggest that the NO component of reflex cutaneous vasodilation appears to originate primarily from neuronal NO synthase (NOS) rather than endothelial NOS. However, inhibition of NO synthesis does not abolish active cutaneous vasodilation, indicating the existence of other vasodilator pathways that work in synergy with and/or complement the NO vasodilation pathway.

An attractive candidate for “the” substance that causes active vasodilation in human skin has been vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), due to its known role as a vasodilator and its colocalization in cholinergic nerve terminals. A role for VIP in human active vasodilation was suggested by a report of diminished active vasodilation during intradermal microdialysis of the VIP antagonist VIP<sub>10−28</sub> (1). In a subsequent study, Wilkins et al. (89) did not find a decrease in active vasodilation during administration of VIP<sub>10−28</sub>. It is relevant in this context that the role of VIP in human skin has proven challenging to investigate due to limited receptor affinity of the available antagonist (1) and due to technical challenges associated with administration of a peptide via microdialysis (89). Interestingly, in people with cystic fibrosis, in whom VIP levels in the skin are diminished, active cutaneous vasodilator responses appear to be normal (63, 88). However, since VIP is not completely absent in cystic fibrosis patients, this observation in and of itself does not rule out VIP as a potential contributor. Thus the role of VIP in active cutaneous vasodilation remains a mystery.

Another potential contributor to the mechanism of active cutaneous vasodilation is substance P (91). Substance P has been localized in human skin (28, 34), causes vasodilation, which includes a NO component, and binds with high affinity to neurokinin-1 (NK-1) receptors (91). Wong and Minson (91) studied the role of substance P and NK-1 receptors in cutaneous active vasodilation using the approach of desensitization of NK-1 receptors prior to administration of substance P. They found that desensitized sites showed a decrease of ~35% in active vasodilation, suggesting that substance P (or another NK-1 agonist) is a significant contributor to active vasodilation (91). The authors did not use a NK-1 antagonist specifically, due to concerns regarding nonspecific effects of available NK-1 receptor antagonists. It remains unclear whether “cleaner” NK-1 antagonists would cause effects similar to those seen with desensitization of NK-1 receptors, and whether substance P or some other NK-1 agonist is the physiological vasodilator contributing to the results they observed (91).

Additional vasodilators that have been shown to have roles in human active vasodilation are histamine (via H1 receptor activation) (92) and vasodilator prostanooids (58). Wong et al. (92) demonstrated that H1 receptor activation contributes to active vasodilation by showing a significant decrease in cutaneous vascular responses to whole body heating during blockade of H1 receptors with pyrilamine. Combined pyrilamine plus N<sup>ω</sup>-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (l-NAME) did not cause a further inhibition, suggesting that H1 activation contributes to a portion of the NO component of active vasodilation (92). H2 receptor blockade with cimetidine did not alter the reflex vasodilation. To evaluate a role for vasodilator prostagonin in reflex cutaneous vasodilation, McCord et al. (58) used intradermal microdialysis of ketorolac (a nonselcetive cyclooxygenase inhibitor) and of l-NAME (NOS inhibitor). They noted that ketorolac and l-NAME each caused significant inhibition of the reflex vasodilator response, and that combined ketorolac + l-NAME resulted in further inhibition compared with either inhibitor alone. Interestingly, cyclooxygenase inhibition did not have any influence on the vasodilator response to local warming of the skin (58), emphasizing the distinct sets of mechanisms associated with the two cutaneous vasodilator responses (35a).
Thus a synthesis of the work of many laboratories over several decades shows a complex mechanism of control of skin blood flow during whole body (reflex) heating (Fig. 1, right). Sympathetic neurogenic vasodilation in human skin is an active process, and the mechanism involves cholinergic nerve cotransmission. Several specific vasodilators appear to be involved in the mechanism, which includes roles (or potential roles) for NO, VIP, substance P/NK-1 receptors, histamine, and prostaglandins. The implications of these multiple mechanisms, and interactions among them, remain exciting areas for future research.

MODIFIERS OF REFLEX CUTANEOUS VASODILATION AND VASOCONSTRICTION

Acute/Short-Term Modifiers

Acute exercise. Performing muscular exercise is a common way to cause “endogenous” increases in core temperature and elicit reflex cutaneous vasodilation and sweating. When studying the skin circulation, however, it is important to recognize that the exercise itself causes reflex responses, which are separate from those of hyperthermia, and can modify vasodilator responses to heat stress. In normothermic or hyperthermic conditions, the onset of exercise causes a reflex vasoconstriction in the skin, as part of redistribution of blood from nonworking tissues to active skeletal muscle (35, 36). However, prolonged dynamic exercise usually causes sufficient core hyperthermia to elicit reflex neurogenic vasodilation in the skin. During exercise, therefore, the skin must “compete” with active skeletal muscle for blood flow, and thus the response is modified compared with similar levels of hyperthermia in resting humans (37, 42, 81). Specifically, acute dynamic exercise shifts the threshold for reflex vasodilation to higher internal temperatures (37, 42, 81). The extent of the shift is dependent on the intensity of the exercise, such that higher intensity exercise is associated with a more delayed onset of cutaneous vasodilation (81). Furthermore, the neural mechanism for the exercise-related shift in cutaneous vasodilation is a shift in active vasodilation (rather than augmented vasoconstrictor activity), since bretylium-treated sites were shown to have similar threshold shifts as untreated sites during acute dynamic exercise (42). Additionally, at core temperatures above 38°C during exercise, skin blood flow becomes less responsive to further increases in internal temperature, and the relation between the two variables plateaus or exhibits a significant decrease in slope (2).

Orthostasis. During upright posture (orthostasis), activation of the arterial baroreflex results in an increase in heart rate and peripheral vasoconstriction to maintain perfusion pressure to the brain in the face of increased gravitational forces, which promote venous pooling in dependent limbs, and a decrease in venous return. The skin circulation participates in the systemic vasoconstrictor response, demonstrating reflex vasoconstriction (measured as a decrease in cutaneous vascular conductance) in both thermoneutral and warm environments when exposed to orthostatic stress [such as lower body negative pressure (LBNP)] (11, 41). Based on measurements of cutaneous vascular conductance with and without bretylium blockade of noradrenergic neurotransmission, the decrease in skin blood flow with LBNP during body heating appears to be due to a withdrawal of active vasodilator input to the skin (11, 41), whereas increased vasoconstrictor activity causes the vasoconstriction with LBNP in normothermia (41). It is relevant to note in this context that there is local heterogeneity in cutaneous vascular responses to LBNP. Mack (57) used laser Doppler scanning techniques and reported that some areas decreased and others actually increased vascular conductance during LBNP.

Despite several reports of cutaneous vasoconstriction during orthostatic stress, measurements of skin sympathetic nerve activity have produced mixed results, showing either no change (86) or a small decrease (15) in skin sympathetic nerve activity with various orthostatic challenges during mild heat stress, and no change during pronounced heat stress (13). This is likely due to the fact that integrated measurements of sympathetic outflow to the skin include four nerve types, sudomotor, vasodilator, vasoconstrictor, and pilomotor, and it is difficult to distinguish among these when conducting integrated recordings in intact humans (13).

Hydration/osmolality. Endurance exercise is often associated with dehydration, particularly in prolonged events like distance running, where availability of fluids during the event or practice may be limited. Exposure to hot environments exacerbates this tendency and can lead to more rapid dehydration due to increased sweat loss. Dehydration and associated hyperosmolality cause decreases in heat dissipation responses, including both skin blood flow and sweating, leading to increased risk of hyperthermia and often to impaired exercise performance (59, 64, 65).

In a classic study, Nadel and colleagues (59) showed that the internal temperature threshold for cutaneous vasodilation was shifted to higher internal temperatures in individuals dehydrated by ~3% body weight. Furthermore, the sensitivity (or responsiveness) of the vasodilation as a function of internal temperature was decreased in the dehydrated group. The delay in threshold and decrease in sensitivity of the skin blood flow response with dehydration have been seen in many subsequent studies of hypovolemia (16, 17). These changes result in lower skin blood flow during prolonged exercise in the heat compared with similar exercise in a euhydrated condition (22). Hyperosmolality per se appears to be an important component of the signal for delayed cutaneous vasodilation during dehydration, since hyperosmolality even in the absence of hypovolemia causes delayed cutaneous vasodilation (17, 71). Recent work from Shibasaki and colleagues (71) showed that hyperosmolality has the specific effect of shifting the threshold for onset of active cutaneous vasodilation to higher internal temperatures. Interestingly, hyperhydration does not appear to confer a particular advantage in thermoregulatory responses, resulting in skin blood flow and other thermoregulatory responses that are not different from a control euhydrated condition (54, 55, 59).

Chronic/Long-Term Modifiers of Reflex Cutaneous Vasodilation and Vasoconstriction

Menstrual cycle/female reproductive hormones. Resting body temperature changes during the course of the menstrual cycle, being ~0.5°C higher in the midluteal phase (when progesterone and estrogen are elevated) compared with the early follicular phase when both hormones are low. Additionally, careful measurement can sometimes detect a small decrease in resting
body temperature during the preovulatory phase, when estrogen is elevated unopposed by progesterone (78). These changes in core body temperature are mirrored by shifts in the reflex thermoregulatory control of skin blood flow, which appear to support the shifts in body temperature. For example, the threshold for the onset of cutaneous vasodilation and sweating is shifted to higher internal temperatures in the midluteal phase of the menstrual cycle (79). This shift also occurs with the exogenous progestins and estrogens found in oral contraceptives (8, 25, 74) and persists in the presence of local noradrenergic inhibition with bretylium, demonstrating a shift in control of the active vasodilator system to higher internal temperatures with these hormones (8). Furthermore, the increase in body temperature and the associated shifts in control of skin blood flow and sweating responses are not a classical “fever” in the sense that neither temperature nor skin blood flow responses were altered by cyclooxygenase inhibition with ibuprofen (6). Another interesting influence of luteal phase hormones is that they appear to increase the plateau level of skin blood flow during exercise in a warm environment (52). This may offset the effect of the increased threshold for vasodilation seen during the luteal phase in terms of overall heat dissipation during prolonged exercise.

Also of interest are influences of hormone replacement therapy on skin blood flow responses in women after the menopause. Estrogen replacement therapy (without concomitant progesterone) causes a decrease in the threshold for cutaneous vasodilation during body heating (4, 80), whereas including a progesterone component appeared to reverse this effect (4). In general, with regard to specific effects of each hormone, estrogen appears to have the effect of decreasing body temperature and thermoregulatory thresholds, whereas progesterone appears to oppose these influences and promote an increase in body temperature (7, 74, 78).

With regard to vasoconstrictor responses, the progressive cutaneous vasoconstriction during a 15-min ramp cooling protocol (as a function of skin temperature) was similar in low- and high-hormone phases of oral contraceptive use, but was shifted such that a higher internal temperature was maintained throughout cooling in the high-hormone phase (9). In a later study, Stephens et al. (76) showed that the contribution of noradrenergic cotransmitters to reflex cutaneous vasoconstriction was altered as a function of reproductive hormone status in women. The contribution of cotransmitters demonstrated in men (75) was shown to occur in women during the high-hormone phase of oral contraceptive use, but did not occur during the low-hormone phase, suggesting a role of reproductive hormones to alter cotransmitter-mediated vasoconstriction in young women.

Exercise training and heat acclimation. Exercise training and heat acclimation improve thermoregulation in the sense that people who are exercise trained and physically active have earlier and more responsive skin blood flow responses (relative to body temperature) compared with individuals who are untrained and/or sedentary. Classic studies from the 1960s and 1970s showed that exercise training and heat acclimation both cause a leftward shift in the skin blood flow–internal temperature relationship, such that the onset of vasodilation occurs at lower internal temperatures and exhibits greater sensitivity (18, 60). The result is greater levels of skin blood flow and sweating (and thus more efficient heat dissipation) for any given level of core hyperthermia following training (60). Heat acclimation increases the thermoregulatory benefits of exercise training even further, with larger threshold shifts and greater increase in skin blood flow and sweating for a given level of core temperature (18, 60). The beneficial effects of exercise training on reflex cutaneous vasodilator responses have been shown in both young and older people (82). Furthermore, noradrenergic blockade with bretylium does not prevent the shift in threshold to lower body temperatures with training, showing that this shift is mostly or entirely mediated by an augmentation in active vasodilation, rather than by modifications in vasoconstrictor system function (82).

Aging. Older adults can exhibit impaired thermoregulation and are often advised to use caution and/or avoid exposure to environmental extremes, including heat waves or excessively cold temperatures. Alterations in skin blood flow responses with aging contribute importantly to these impairments in thermoregulation (33). Although noted briefly here, this topic is covered in detail by Holowatz and Kenney in a separate review in this Highlighted Topics series (32a). Reflex cutaneous vasodilator responses are decreased in healthy older individuals during body heating or exercise (50). Changes in skin blood flow control in older adults are associated with altered roles for NO and prostaglandins compared with younger individuals (29, 30).

Aging is also associated with decreased reflex vasoconstriction in the skin during cold exposure (48) and greater decreases in body temperature, even when exposed to relatively mild body cooling (14). Thompson and Kenney (85) demonstrated that older subjects have minimal contribution of noradrenergic cotransmitters and thus rely entirely on vasoconstriction to norepinephrine during body cooling. Moreover, the vasoconstrictor response to norepinephrine is decreased in older humans (84, 90). Findings regarding potential therapeutic interventions for these impairments [as discussed by Holowatz and Kenney in the accompanying review (32a)] may ultimately have important clinical implications, particularly in individuals who may have additional risk factors for cold susceptibility.

Diabetes. Diabetes is associated with increased risk for heat illness (66, 67), indicating a potential for thermoregulatory dysfunction. Skin blood flow responses measured in individuals with diabetes support the idea that changes in this circulation can contribute to this impaired body temperature regulation. During whole body heating, individuals with type 2 diabetes had elevated (delayed) thresholds for the onset of cutaneous vasodilation compared with control subjects of similar age and body size (87). Using bretylium iontophoresis to isolate the active vasodilator system in forearm skin, Wick et al. (87) identified that the threshold shift was due to a shift in control of active vasodilation to higher internal temperatures. Furthermore, overall cutaneous vasodilator responses (measured as forearm vasodilation by venous occlusion plethysmography) were lower at any increment in internal temperature (up to an increase of 1.0°C) during body heating in individuals with type 2 diabetes (73). This impaired cutaneous vasodilation appears to include a decrease in vasodilator responsiveness to NO and/or a decrease in maximal vasodilator responsiveness (to sodium nitroprusside) in this group (72). It is currently unknown whether the decreased vasodilation to sodium nitroprusside is due to an inability of the cGMP system
to respond, or due to vessel structural remodeling causing a reduced maximum, or some combination of these.

With regard to vasoconstrictor function, individuals with type 2 diabetes had higher cutaneous vascular conductance at rest compared with controls, and this difference was abolished by bretylium, suggesting less noradrenergic vasoconstrictor tone in the diabetics (87). However, vasoconstrictor responses to 3 min of whole body cooling were similar to those of controls (87); therefore, the details of potential differences in reflex cutaneous vasoconstrictor function in diabetes remain to be further explored.

An important consideration in the foregoing observations is that the individuals studied were relatively healthy: they were living with diabetes, but had relatively well-controlled glucose levels and no clinically significant comorbid conditions (painful neuropathy, cardiovascular disease, etc.). It is likely that less healthy individuals with diabetes may have more extensive impairments in reflex control of skin blood flow.

**Hypertension.** Individuals with essential hypertension exhibited decreased cutaneous vasodilator responsiveness compared with healthy controls during exercise (49). During resting heat stress, Kellogg et al. (45) observed similar forearm vasodilator responses (using venous occlusion plethysmography) in hypertensive and control subjects. In contrast, Holowatz and Kenney (31) observed decreased cutaneous vasodilator responses in hypertensive subjects during body heating when responses were measured using laser Doppler flowmetry. In addition to different methodology between the two sets of studies, differences in results could also be due to the fact that hypertensive patients as a population are heterogenous, and one subgroup studied may have more or less vascular dysfunction compared with another.

With regard to potential changes in mechanisms of reflex vasodilation in hypertensive subjects, Holowatz and Kenney showed that inhibition of arginase (which may compete with NOS) augmented reflex vasodilation in hypertensive subjects, but not in the normotensive group (32), and that local antioxidant administration also improved vasodilator responses in hypertensive subjects (31). In addition to these mechanisms, maximal vasodilation in the skin of hypertensive subjects was shown to be decreased (5, 32), suggesting that chronic structural changes may also contribute to impaired cutaneous vasodilator responses in this group.

**Heart failure.** Chronic heart failure is associated with profound impairments in the ability of the circulatory system to respond appropriately to challenges to homeostasis, and the skin circulation is no exception. Cui et al. (12) showed that skin blood flow responses (measured as forearm blood flow) were almost 50% lower in chronic heart failure patients relative to controls during increases in internal temperature of ~0.85°C. Green and colleagues (24) also showed decreased skin blood flow responses in heart failure during mild environmental heating (~0.3°C increase in rectal temperature). As with hypertensive subjects, heart failure patients showed decreased maximal vasodilation in the skin (12), suggesting that vascular remodeling may contribute to the impaired response. Additionally, heart failure patients had a smaller contribution of NO to reflex cutaneous vasodilation, which may have contributed to the impaired response (24). With regard to cutaneous vasoconstrictor mechanisms, a classic study from Zelis and colleagues (93) showed augmented vasoconstriction in the skin at the onset of and throughout exercise in heart failure patients (when control subjects showed vasodilation), suggesting augmented cutaneous vasoconstrictor activity. Along with vascular mechanisms, a limited ability to increase cardiac output in these patients likely limits increases in skin blood flow as well. Epidemiologically, individuals with heart disease have an increased risk of heat illness (68), and these reports suggest that impaired cutaneous vasodilation contributes to thermoregulatory dysfunction in this population.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, the reflex control of skin blood flow in humans includes sympathetically neurogenic vasodilation during body heating and noradrenergic vasoconstriction during body cooling. Figure 1 summarizes the contributors to reflex cutaneous vasoconstriction and vasodilation and some of the modifiers of these processes. Each of these physiological processes has proven to be more complex than was thought even a few years ago. Both cutaneous vasoconstriction and cutaneous vasodilation are modified by factors, including exercise, reproductive hormones, aging, and disease. To the extent possible, studies of the skin circulation and its reflex control should take into account and control for these various modifiers. Importantly, recent gains in understanding of specific and complex mechanisms of reflex cutaneous vasodilation and vasoconstriction may provide clinically relevant therapeutic possibilities for populations in whom (or conditions in which) one or more of these pathways are functioning at less than optimal levels.
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